Julian L. Simon saying, "Who can forget the horror o f millions o f men, women and children starving, with more than 100,000 dying, because of an ecological calamity that turned grazing land and farms into bleak desert?" (ii) A two-page excerpt from a
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Some Other Myths About

Population and Resources
Here are some other examples of publicized, false, bad news and the unpublicized, good-news truth:
Stotclrnrnt: The food situation in lessdeveloped countries is worsening. "Serious World Food Gap Is Seen Over the Long Run" is a typical Neiv York Tittzrs headline.
Perhaps most influential in furthering that idea was Paul Ehrlich's best-selling book Tlzc Popctlrrtion Botnb, which begins: "The battle to feed all of humanity is over. In the 1970's the world will undergo famines-hundreds of millions of people are going to starve to death" (11). Many writers view the situation as so 27 JUNE I980 threatening that they call for strong measures to restrict population growth-"compulsion if voluntary methods frul," as b h r l~c h put ~t (11). Some, w c h as Paul and Wllllam Paddock, authors of the 1967 book /+rrn11nc-l97-7', hnd warrant in these assertions for such policies as "triage-letting the least fit die in order to save the more robust victims of hunger" (12) . "My [one of the Paddocks] own opinion as the triage classification of these sample nations is: Haiti, Can't-besaved; Egypt, Can't-be-saved; The Gambia, Walking Wounded; Tunisia, Should Receive Food; Libya. Walking Wounded; India, Can't-be-saved; Pakistan, Should Receive Food" (13) .
Frrct: Per capita food production has been increasing at roughly 1 percent yearly-25 percent during the last quarter century (Table 2 ). Even in less-developed countries food production has increased substantially. World food stocks are high now, and even India has large amounts of food in storage. In the United States farmers are worrying about disaster from too much food.
Some countries have done far worse than the average, and have even had declining production, often because of war or political upheaval. And progress in food production has not been steady. Rut there has been no year, or series of years, so bad as to support a conclusion of long-term retrogression. Some readers might wonder whether my assertions are overly influenced by recent events, but the first draft of this material, for publication in my technical book (14) , was written in 1971 and 1972, when food production was having its worst time in recent decades.
What about the data the other fellows quote to support their worried forecasts'? In simple fact there are no other basic data. The data shown in Table 2 were published by the United Nations, collected from the individual countries. Of course the data are less reliable than one would like; economic data usually are. Rut these are the only official data, and data that would show a worsening trend in recent decades simply d o not exist.
Strrtcmcnt: The danger of famine is increasing. The U.N. Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific predicts "500 million starvation deaths in Asia between 1980 and 2025" (15) .
Contrurv rvidrncr: The course of frtmines is difficult to measure quantitatively. But D. Gale Johnson, an agricultural economist who has studied the history of famines intensively, estimates that since World War 11 there has been a "dramatic decline" in famines. Only a tenth as many people died of famine in the third C'ontrrrry evidence: Empirical studies find no statistical correlation between countries' population growth and their per capita economic growth, either over the long run or in recent decades. Decadal growth rates of population and output per capita for those countries where long-run data are available are shown in Fig. I . N o strong relationship appears. Contemporary cross-national comparisons of current rates of population growth and economic growth are another source of evidence. Many such studies have been done by now, and they agree that population growth does not have a negative effect upon economic growth in either more-developed or less-developed countries (IN). These overlapping empirical studies d o not show that fast population growth increases per capita income, but they cel.tainly imply that one should not confidently assert that population growth decreases economic growth.
Stotcmcnt: Sophisticated computer models show that for the next 30 years an increase in population causes a decrease in per capita income. (20) . 1,argely founded on the Coalel-Ioover simulation, the belief that population growth in less-developed countries is bad for the world led the State Department to greatly increase its spending for fertility reduction in poor countries, hand-in-hand with relatively lower spending on mortality reduction and other health programs, as seen in Table 3 (21) . Along with the hundreds of nlillions of dollars for fertility reduction, the United States has put pressure on foreign governments to adopt fertility reduction programs.
Rt,.spon.sc: At the heart of all these models is simply an arithmetical truth: When considering the ratio (total income)!persons and assuming the numerator (income) to be fixed, an increase in the denominator (persons) implies a decrease in income per capita. That is, an added child with all sharing a given amount of goods means there is less to go around. As Wilfred Beckerman remarked, the instant a calf is born, per capita income and wealth go up, but the instant a child is born, per capita income and wealth go down. This truth was well recognized by Coale and Hoover with respect to their model and findings: "The inauspicious showing of the high-fertility case . . . in levels of living is traceable entirely t o the accelerated growth in the number of consumers" (20) . The point was crystal-clear to Malthus even without a complex model. H e noted that an increase in population "increases the number of people before the means of subsistence are increased. 'The food therefore which before supported eleven millions, must now be divided among eleven millions and a half' (22) . Once the children grow up, however, and become producers as well as consumers, their inlpact on per capita income reverses. Eventually the income of other people is higher because of the additional children, as my own technical work (14) has argued. But this takes more than the 25 or 30 years covered by the well-known models.
Another point (?/' 13ic~it.:T he main new element in my model for more-developed countries (MDC's) is the contribution of additional people to increasing productivity (14) . This occurs partly through larger markets and economies of scale. But more inlportant are an additional person's contributions to increased knowledge and technical progress. People bring not only mouths and hands into the world but also heads and brains. The source of improvements in productivity is the human mind, and the human mind is seldom found apart from the human body. This is an old idea, going back at least a s far as William Petty (23): As for the Arts of Delight and Ornament, they are best promoted by the greatest number of emulators. And it is more likely that one ingenious curious man may rather be found among 4 million than 400 persons. . . . And for the propagation and improvement of useful learning, the same may be said concerning it as above-said concerning . . . the Arts of Delight and Ornaments. . . .
Population growth and productivity increase are not independent forces running a race. Rather, additional persons cause technological advances by inventing, adapting, and diff'using new productive knowledge.
Technical progress, which is the main source of long-run economic growth in MDC's, arises partly from organized scientific R & D and partly from people who are not especially educated and d o not work in science -the supermarket manager who finds a method to display more merchandise in a given space, the supermarket clerk who develops a quicker way to stamp the prices on cans, the market researcher who experiments to learn more efficient and cheaper means of advertising the store's prices and sale items, and so on. 'This is the "learning by doing" phenomenon which has been allimportant in raising our standard of living from what it was 20,000 years ago, 200 years ago, 20 years ago, to what it is now. The aggregate economic importance of the technological knowledge factor has clearly emerged in two wellknown studies, one by Robert Solow and the other by Edward Denison (24) .
1 have added this eff'ect of additional people on product~vity to a standard economic model in several variants of Fig.  2 . The result is that additional persons, instead of being a permanent drag, lead to an increase in per worker output starting 30 to 70 years after birth-that is, 10 to 50 years after entry into the labor force. (Economics can therefore be a cheerful science rather than the dismal science Malthus thought it to be.)
Babies d o not create knowledge and improve productivity while still in their cradles. And though the family bears most of the cost. society must also unpurse to bring the baby to productive adulthood. 'This means that if you d o not look as far ahead as the next 25 years, the knowledge benefits of someone else's baby born today d o not interest you, and that baby therefore appears to be a poor social investment for your taxes. But if you feel sonle interest in, and obligation for, the longer-run futureperhaps because you yourself are today enjoying the fruits of the investment that someone paid for 25 or 50 or 100 years ago, o r because you have children whose future is important to you-then you will view the knowledge produced by today's children as being of great benefit to you (25).
The mechanism is different in lessdeveloped countries (1,DC's). Offsetting the negative capital-dilution force of more people, there are the positive forces of increased work done by parents, extra stimulus to agricultural and industrial investment, increased social infrastructure, and other economies of scale. When all these forces are combined into 111y L,DC simulation model, an additional child comes to have a positive net effect on the general standard of living after the better part of a century. But this positive net effect is nluch larger than the negative net effect early on (14) . Once again, most of the cost is borne by the immediate family rather than the rest of society. And the immediate family apparently feels that the benefits fro111 the additional child outweigh the costs in the early years, because they choose to bear the children and the expenses.
In short, economic theory that includes key elements left out of previous models, together with the empirical data, suggests that additional children have positive long-run effects upon the standard of living.
It is true that the long run-30 to 70 years-is far from now, and therefore is of less importance to us than is the short run. But our long run will be someone else's short run, just a s our short run was someone else's long run. Some measure of unselfishness should impel us to keep this in mind as we make our decisions about population policy.
S t c i t~m~t z t :
Urban sprawl is paving over the United States, including much "prime agricultural land" and recreational areas.
F(ic.t: All the land used for urban areas plus roadways totals less than 3 percent of the area of the United States. And the increase over the half-century starting in 1920 was only 0.00025 percent of total land annually (26). The U.S. Department of Agriculture says "we are in no danger of running out of farmland" (27).
Each year I .25 million acres are converted to efficient cropland by draining swamps and irrigating deserts, while 0.9 million acres are converted to urban and transportation use. The rest of the 2.2 million acres of rural land which goes out of use yearly is abandoned not because of "paving over" but because it has "low soil fertility and a terrain unsuited to efficient use of modern machinery" (28). A million acres yearly goes into additional wilderness recreation areas and wildlife refuges, and another 300,000 acres goes for reservoirs and flood control (27). The danger to agriculture from "paving over" is another bogeyman.
About wildlife areas, state and national parks: these increased from 8 million acres in 1920 to 73 million acres in 1974 and are still increasing (26). The number of visits to these recreation areas has risen sharply because of improved transportation and increased income. From 1946 to 1960, for example, visits increased from 780 to 2184 per thousand people yearly.
Statement: We are running out of natural resources and raw materials. "Entering an age of scarcity" is such a commonplace that it is simply assumed and asserted in public discussion by people ranging from B. F. Skinner to Solzhenitzyn (2Y).
R e s p o n s~:The only meaningful measure of scarcity in peacetime is the cost of the good in question (30). The cost
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trends of almost every natural resource-whether measured in labor time required to produce the energy, in production costs, in the proportion of our incomes spent for energy, or even in the price relative to other consumer goodshave been downward over the course of recorded history.
An hour's work in the United States has bought increasingly more of copper, wheat, and oil (representative and important raw materials) from 1800 to the present. And the same trend has almost surely held throughout human history. Calculations of expenditures for raw materials a s a proportion of total family budgets make the same point even more strongly. These trends imply that the raw materials have been getting increasingly available and less scarce relative to the most important and most fundamental element of life, human work time. 'The prices of raw materials have even been falling relative to consumer goods and the Consumer Price Index. All the items in the Consumer Price Index have been produced with increasing efficiency in terms of labor and capital over the years, but the decrease in cost of raw materials has been even greater than that of other goods, a very strong demonstration of progressively decreasing scarcity and increasing availability of raw materials.
The relative fall in the prices of raw materials understates the positive trend, because a s consumers we are interested in the services we get from the raw materials rather than the raw materials themselves. And we have learned to use less of given raw materials for given purposes, a s well a s to substitute cheaper materials to get the same services. Consider a long-ago copper pot for cooking. The consumer is interested in a container which can be put over heat. After iron and aluminum were discovered, quite satisfactory cooking pots-almost as good as, or perhaps better than, pots of copper-could be made of those materials. The cost that interests us is the cost of providing the cooking service, rather than the cost of copper.
A dramatic example of how the service that copper renders can be supplied much more cheaply by a substitute process: A single communications satellite in space provides intercontinental telephone connections that would otherwise require thousands of tons of copper.
S t a t~t n~t z t :
Energy is getting scarcer. f<c~.s~~otz.se: 'The facts about the cost of energy are much the same as the facts about other raw materials. 'The new strength of the OPEC cartel to control oil price obscures the cost of production. But the production cost of a barrel of oil has not risen, and probably has fallen, in deflated dollars; even after the "oil crisis" of 1973 it was still $0.05 to $0.15 per barrel in the Persian Gulf, whlch was perhaps a hundredth of the market price (31). It is reasonable to expect that eventually the price of oil will again return nearer its economic cost of production, and the long-run downward trend in the price of oil will resume its course.
'The price of electricity is an interesting measure of the consumer cost of energy, and it is largely unaffected by cartels and politics (though the price of electricity did rise after 1973 because all energy sources, including coal and uranium, jumped in price when the price of oil went up, on account of the improved market power of coal and uranium suppliers). But the long-run cost of electricity clearly has been downward.
In short, the data show that energy has not been getting scarcer in basic economic terms, but rather has been getting more plentiful.
Statc>mc'rzt: The supplies of natural resources are finite. This apparently selfevident proposition is the starting point and the all-determining assumption of such models a s The Limits to G r~~l t h and of nluch popular discussion.
R~s p o n s~: Incredible as it may seem at first, the term "finite" is not only inappropriate but is downright misleading in the context of natural resources, fro111 both the practical and the philosophical points of view. As with so many of the important arguments in this world, this one is "just semantic." Yet the semantics of resource scarcity muddle public discussion and bring about wrongheaded policy decisions.
A definition of resource quantity nlust be operational to be useful. It must tell us how the quantity of the resource that might be available in the future could be calculated. But the future quantities of a natural resource such as copper cannot be calculated even in principle, because of new lodes, new methods of mining copper, and variations in grades of copper lodes; because copper can be made from other metals; and because of the vagueness of the boundaries within which copper might be found-including the sea, and other planets. Even less possible is a reasonable calculation of the amount of future services of the sort we are now accustomed to get from copper, because of recycling and because of the substitution of other materials for copper, as in the case of the communications satellite.
Even the total weight of the earth is not a theoretical limit to the amount of copper that might be available to earth-1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 Year Fig. 3 . Overall national trends in daily observed levels of sulfur dioxide (upper curve) and total suspended particulates (lower curve).
[Reproduced from (33, p. 226) ; data from U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency 1 lings in the future. Only the total weight of the universe-if that term has a useful meaning here-would be such a theoretical limit, and I don't think anyone would like to argue the meaningfulness of "finite" in that context. With respect to energy, it is particularly obvious that the earth does not bound the quantity available to us; our sun (and perhaps other suns) is our basic source of energy in the long run, from vegetation (including fossilized vegetation) as well as from solar energy. As to the practical finiteness and scarcity of resources-that brings us back to cost and price, and by these measures history shows progressively decreasing rather than increasing scarcity.
Why does the word "finite" catch us up? That is an interesting question in psychology, education, and philosophy; unfortunately there is no space to explore it here.
In summary, because we find new lodes, invent better production methods, and discover new substitutes, the ultimate constraint upon our capacity to enjoy unlimited raw materials at acceptable prices is knowledge. And the source of knowledge is the human mind. Ultimately, then, the key constraint is human imagination and the exercise of educated skills. Hence an increase of human beings constitutes an addition to the crucial stock of resources, along with causing additional consumption of resources.
Statement: The old trends no longer apply. We are at a moment of discontinuity now.
Rcsponsc.: One cannot logically dispute assertions about present or impending discontinuity. And one can find mathematical techniques suggesting discontinuities that will be consistent with any trend data. We can say scientifically, however, that if in the past one had acted on the belief that the long-run price trend was upward rather than downward, one would have lost money on the average.
Stnt~mcxt:The nation's "overall environmental well-being" is declining, according to the Environmental Quality Index (EQI).
Fclct: This widely reported index is, according to the National Wildlife Federation, which prepares and disseminates
it, "a subjective analysis . . .judgment
[which] represents collective thinking of the editors of the National Wildlife Federation Staff." That is, the EQI represents casual observation rather than hard statistical facts. It includes such subjective judgments as that the trend of "living space"
is "down . . . vast stretches of America are lost to development yearly" (32). But the objective statistical facts indicate that the environment is getting better. Earlier we saw that "living space" is not declining, and recreational areas are increasing rapidly. The official data of the Council on Environmental Quality concerning major air pollutants show sharp improvements in the last decade (Fig. 3) . With respect to water, "major improvements in the quality of polluted streams have been documented" (33, p. 285) (see Fig. 4 ). The fish catch in Lake Erie, long ago said to be "dead" by Barry Commoner, has been increasing. The most important indicator of environmental quality is life expectancy; it continues to rise, and at an increasing rate: a gain of 2.1 years from 1970 to 1976, compared with a gain of only 0.8 year in the entire decade of the 1960's (34). Statement: "[Elven if the family size drops gradually-to the two-child average-there will be no year in the next two decades in which the absolute number of births will be less than in 1970," said the President's Commission on Population Growth, 1972 (35) .
Fact: In 1971-the year before this forecast by the President's Commission was transmitted to the President and then published-the absolute number of births (not only the birth rate) was less than in 1970. By 1975, the absolute number of births was barely higher than in 1920, and the number of white births was actually lower than in most years from 1914 to 1924. This scientific fiasco shows how flimsy are the demographic forecasts upon which arguments about growth policy are based. In this case the Commission did not even "backcast" correctly, let alone forecast well.
Another standard estimates of the world's population in the year 2000 fell from around 7.5 billion to around 5.5 billion. This is a difference of 2 billion people-equal to about half the world's present population-for a date only 30 years or less in the future. There is also grave disagreement even among estimates of current magnitudes. An important example is the population growth rate of China, a fifth of the entire world population: 2.4 percent per year according to the Environmental Fund, 0.8 percent per year according to AID, these estimates correspond to doubling times of about 30 years and about 90 years respectively, estimates with entirely different implications (36).
Why Do We Hear Phony Bad News?
Why do false statements of bad news dominate public discussion of these topics'? Here are some speculations.
1) There is a funding incentive for scholars and institutions to produce bad news about population, resources, and the environment. The AID and the U.N.'s Fund for Population Activities disburse more than a hundred million dollars each year to bring about fertility decline. Much of this money goes to studies and publications that show why fertility decline is a good thing. There are no organizations that fund studies having the opposite aim.
2) Bad news sells books, newspapers, and magazines; good news is not half so interesting. Is it a wonder that there are lots of bad-news best-sellers warning about pollution, population growth, and natural-resource depletion but none telling us the facts about improvement?
3) There are a host of possible psychological explanations for this phenomenon about which I am reluctant to speculate. But these two seem reasonably sure: (i) Many people have a propensity to compare the present and the future with an ideal state of affairs rather than with the past or with some other feasible state; the present and future inevitably look bad in such a comparison. (ii) The cumulative nature of exponential growth models has the power to seduce and bewitch.
4) Some publicize dire predictions in the idealistic belief that such warningscan mobilize institutions and individuals to make things even better; they think that nothing bad can come of such prophecies. But we should not shrug off false bad news as harmless exaggeration. There will be a loss of credibility for real threats as they arise, and loss of public trust in public communication. As Philip Handler, president of the National Academy of Sciences, testified to congressmen. in the midst of the environmental panic of 1970: "The nations of the world may yet pay a dreadful price for the public behavior of scientists who depart from . . . fact to indulge . . . in hyperbole"
(37).
The question, then, is: Who will tell us the good-and-true news? How will it be published Sol-people to learn?
